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Icicle Fun Fly on January 1st Regardless of Weather!
Greetings. This time
of year, especially
with the pandemic,
there seems to be
less activities to
write about in the
newsletter. If you
have anything that
can be used in the
January newsletter,
John Midgorden
would appreciate it. As it is that time of
year, people are probably working on
projects for next Spring.
A quick project that might be interesting to
work on with your kids or grandkids, or to
even attempt it yourself, would be the
making of a Pencil Eraser and Popsicle Stick
Glider. It would be a change of pace and
an inexpensive project. It does not require
a lot of materials (sheet of card stock, pencil tip eraser, popsicle stick, glue, scissors,
ruler, utility knife and sandpaper). There is a
very nice website that lists all the materials
and step by step color photos on building
the glider. There is a download that you
can use to print out the card stock parts
you need and then you can cut them out.
There are about 10 steps to build the plane.
There is also a video at the end going
through the building process and then
showing the plane in flight. (P.S. You also
get to eat the popsicles!)
The website is:
https://www.instructables.com/Pencil-Eraser-Popsicle-Plane/
The January 1 Icicle Fun Fly is still scheduled. If it needs to be cancelled, an e-mail
will be sent out. Keep checking the club
website for important Club information.
Have a Merry Christmas.
Phil Lucido, President
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Historic Photo of 1971 Pattern
Contest—Charlie Reed Flying
Note the Chat Runway

Photo thanks
to Jon Britt

There will be no
Club Meetings
Until May
When we will return to
the Flying field at
Fleming Park
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Icicle Fun Fly — January 1, 2021
On of the great traditions of KCRC is the Annual Icicle Fun Fly on
New Years Day. This Tradition goes back many years (does anyone know when it started?). Everyone is encouraged to put on
thier warm clothes and come to the Field and “show what you
are made of” by flying a model, no matter the weather. If there
is snow on the ground put skies on your model, or bring a model
that can be hand launched.
The fire barrel will be burning brightly for warmth and there
will be chili and crackers for lunch. Here is our dear friend Jim
Koch from years ago. Jim is about to fly his Piper Cub on floats
and someone is shoveling the runway. Your Editor has been back
since 2012 and we haven’t had snow for the past 8 years, I think
I’ll have faith and put skies on my Tiger 2.
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Tentative Events Dates for 2021
EVENT

Date

Location

Icicle Fun Fly

January 1

Charlie Reed Flying Field

Annual Shop ’N’ Shop

February
Can6 celed

John Knox Pavilion

Annual Dinner

March 6

Lutheran Church

U-control Fun Fly

May 15

Charlie Reed Flying Field

NMAD

August 17

Charlie Reed Flying Field

Warbird Fun Fly

September 11

Charlie Reed Flying Field

Toys for Tots

October 16

Charlie Reed Flying Field

Jim Cianciolo
(816) 645-3558
kcrcpilot@comcast.net
NEWSLETTER EDITOR
John Midgorden
(816) 769-2199
jomidgorden@me.com

2021
Membership
41 to date
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Safety Briefing

Susan Calvin Safety Officer

A few days ago I received a phone call from
one of our fliers concerning an incident at the
field. It seems that we have a couple of folks
who don’t fully appreciate the consequences
of operating their aircraft in a careless and/or
reckless manner. As a result, there was some
damage to our new safety fence. The bad
news is that an airplane was destroyed and
there is a slight indentation to some chain link
fabric. There is also some damage to a fence
post which now has a slight lean and a broken
post cap. The good news is that the fence
worked. It
stopped the
e r r a n t a i rplane dead
in its track.
Repairs to
the fence
will take little
effort, at little expense.
However, this incident points out the need for
some action to rein in careless fliers.
When I was working in the safety office at
Cairns AAF at Ft. Rucker, Alabama one of my
duties was to oversee something called an
Operational Hazard Report (OHR). This was a
document that anyone could submit if they
saw something unsafe. This could involve observed unsafe conditions as well as unsafe
acts. When an OHR was submitted it provided
several things to command/management.
First it brought things to light, kind of like a
“heads up” to alert command/management
that there was a problem. Second, it presented an opportunity for additional training in
procedures and safety awareness. Third, it set
in motion immediate corrective actions by the

safety office and command/management. To
encourage the submission of OHR’s it was understood that no names (other than the submitter’s) would be mentioned and that no
punitive action could be based on information
in the OHR. And the safety office had only ten
days to respond to the submitter as to what
actions were taken.
It has occurred to me that we might need
something like an OHR to deal with unsafe
operations/conditions at the field. While we
don’t need anything as comprehensive as the
military OHR we could benefit from some sort
of reporting system that allows us to track safety hazards at the field. With a good collection
of hazard reports we would have something
substantial to present to the parks department
when we seek their help in dealing with safety
issues. Having something in print will be a lot
better than “word of mouth” when we’re trying to make a point.
So, I’m proposing that when you see something that constitutes a safety issue, you report
it to me so I can start collecting our own version of an OHR file/record. In keeping with the
philosophy of the military OHR, any names
given will be held in secret. My primary interest
is to have something that can help the parks
dept. help us. Let me know what you think.
And if you agree, what I’m looking for is times,
dates, weather conditions, and a brief but
complete description of the safety hazard observed. Keep in mind that this must not be a
“gotcha” process, but a way to make things
better for all of, us and our public.
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Ron Dulinsky’s ERCO Ercoupe Project
A couple of years ago, I received a kit from
Brodak Models of an Ercoupe, a plane I always liked (and would like to have flown
the full-sized version some time). The model
is of typical balsa construction; however,
the plane is designed with a very lightweight structure using lightweight covering
materials that aren’t available anymore.
Using materials like Monokote or Ultracote
would severely warp the structure and paper & dope covering would require much
care to keep from breaking parts of the
model during sanding & finishing using that
method. So, the model sat in storage while I
considering my options. This summer, I finally
decided to modify parts of the structure so I
could use Ultracote, such as increasing the
fuselage stringers from 3/32” sq. to 3/32 x
3/16”. I figured the extra couple of ounces

from some increased sizes of balsa wouldn’t
detract too much from having good flying
qualities.
The Ercoupe model has a wingspan of 5 ft.
and I’m using an Eflite Park 480 brushless
motor with a 3-cell LiPo battery of either
1800 or 2200 ma, haven’t decided which
yet. (The plans call for using a 2200 ma battery, but the 1800 ma battery weight would
mostly make up for the extra structure and
covering weight and would only reduce the
flight time from about 10 minutes to 8 or 9

minutes, so….) I’m using a lightweight Spectrum 4-channel receiver. Neither plans nor
drawings indicate where to put servos, battery, receiver, nor for using a different motor,
only showing the CG position. Also they
show no way to change the battery other
than possibly removing the wing, attempting to keep the weight as low as possible I
imagine, so it was looking like some more
modifications might be needed. Now, the
windshield and forward cowl is removable
and held on with magnets, allowing access
to a battery and ESC (electronic speed
control) and connectors for the motor.
The original Ercoupe was designed with
safety in
mind. No
rudders
meant the
p i l o t
couldn’t
c r o s s - c o ntrol the airplane and
was stallproof by
limiting the
amount of up-elevator available. This model, as the original full-sized aircraft, doesn’t
have rudders, just the dual vertical stabilizers. It makes turns using the ailerons and
elevator only (bank & yank), and like the
full-sized plane, crosswind landing are
made crooked, really, with landing loads
absorbed by trailing link main gears. Steering on the ground was with the control
wheel rather than rudder pedals. The model
uses a separate servo for nose wheel steering and linked to the transmitter rudder
control.
So, servos are mounted, new motor mount
made, battery access now available, landing gears made and mounted, and started
covering with Ultracote. Should be ready to
fly once the weather warms up and some
evening with no breeze as it’s still very lightweight with a large wing.
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Midgorden’s ERCO Ercoupe Story
As some of you may know, I went to Iowa
State University to obtain my Aeronautical
Engineering degree andI graduated in
1955. The Aero E. College had an Ercoupe
used for class purposes. During my Junior
year we placed a model of an Ercoupe in a
wind tunnel to test for lift, drag and other
parameters. In my Senior year’s Flight Test
Analysis class we rode in the College owned
Arcoupe to see if we could collaborate any
of the wind tunnel data developed in our
Junior year.
The Professor pilot was only licensed to fly
an Ercoupe that had no rudders, as Ron explained in his article on Page 5. One of the
things we were going to discover was the
best rate of clime airspeed versus altitude.
There were 10 of us in the class and we all
drew slips of paper out of the hat to see
what altitude we would get. Lucky me, I
drew 10,000 feet that was nearly the operating ceiling of the Ercoupe. The instructor
would trim the airplane at different airspeeds 200 feet below the target altitude
and climb to 200 feet above the target altitude. We students were equipped with clipboard and stop watch. On my ride it took a
long time to get to 10,000 feet. The instructor announced to me that he would not
start at 9,800 feet, but 9,900 feet. He began
with a slow speed of around 85 mph. He
had trimmed out at 2 higher speeds and
the last one I kept watching the altimeter
and it wasn’t moving. My rate of climb test
was over.
The professor in charge of this part of the
Curriculum was very inventive. To calibrate
the airspeed indicator he had made a hole
in the bottom of the fuselage under the
passenger floor. With stop watch in my and
he would line up on a Section Road and
when I saw it pass under the airplane I started the stopwatch. Since the roads in Iowa
are all set up a mile apart I would then stop
the watch when I saw the next road pass
below the Ercoupe. Then he would turn
around and fly the opposite direction over

the same roads. This would compensate for
any wind the may have been blowing.
Another interesting instrumentation (?) was
how the professor had rigged a Victoria motor in a box with a paper tape and a Model
A Ford spark coil. He had an auto point attached to the front wheel and every time
the front wheel rotated the coil would spark
and burn a hole in the paper tape (running
on my lap). Part of our preflight was to push
the airplane to see how far it rolled in one
revolution of the nose wheel. This test was to
determine the take off distance. Unfortunately on the May morning of my fight the
grass runway at the Ames Airport was heavy
with dew. About ¾ of the way to liftoff the
point got wet and no spark made the paper tape useless in terms of measuring the
distance. Here is a nice photo of a silver Ercoupe like the one they had at Iowa State.

After graduation I learned that they had
purchased a Navion. The Navion was originally designed by North American Aviation
toward the end of World War !!. After building a little over 1,000 Navions they ended
production in 1947 and sold the design to
Ryan, who built 1,240. The design then
passed to the TUSCO Corp. The Navion
would have given Iowa State an airplane
capable of carrying more than one student.
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This T-28 is fast!
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It won’t draw fuel!

I walked away
from another flight!

There is no
down elevator!

Ed hopes to get
his PT-19 Airborne

Pat maidens
his new P-51

Mike Wonders Which
One Next?

Mike and Richard
having Jet Talk
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Regardless of the crash damage, Richard Strickland will repair the damage and make it look
like nothing happened. Here are some photos of
Richards work to put his Russian SU-37 back in
flying shape

The Damage
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Jim Sineath sent your Editor the following:
In response to your email I have attached some
photos of my P-61 Black Widow Project. The engines
and their nacelles are completed. The engines
were made from scratch utilizing parts from old kits,
copper wire and styrene plastic. Cowlings were
made from a plug mold and fiberglassed. Darwin
Ulledahl assisted with the layup of the fiberglass.
The nose gear and wheel, though not completed,
is made up of 5/32 piano wire and covered with
Robart Scale Plastic Landing Gear. I have added
other details peculiar to the P-61. The main landing
gear is close to completion. Thus far this has been a
great project. It’s Taking longer than I expected,
but I believe it will be well worth the extra time.
More pictures to come.

The Repair

Neil McCumber sent this
to me:

Almost Finished

I built four of these
when I first started flying.
I wrecked three of
them. I kept the fourth
around a while but sold
it. I’m building this fifth
one for old time sake.
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Midgorden Maidens Spacewalker
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There will be no

Once owned by John Sincox

formal Club Meetings
until May when we
return to the
Flying Field for
meetings!

Your Editor wants to thank all
of you who sent me photos
for the newsletter. Keep them
coming since we are entering
the winter months when flying
is reduced because of the
cold weather.
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